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Chapter 1
SUMMARY
•The focus of NASA Contract NAS3-25950 Task 23 was to numerically investigate the
flow through an axial compressor inner-banded stator seal cavity• The Allison/NASA
developed ADPAC code was used to obtain all flow predictions. This task includes
sections concentrated on a high-speed compressor study and a detailed parameterized
study of seal cavity geometry.
Under the High-Speed Compressor study, ADPAC was applied to compute the
flow through an inner-banded stator seal cavity of a multi-stage compressor. The
8th stator seal cavity of Allison's Advanced Subsonic Technology (AST) Candidate
Compressor was selected as the high-speed model. Flow through a labyrinth stator
seal cavity of the compressor was modeled by coupling the cavity flow path and the
main flow path of the compressor. A grid resolution study was performed to guarantee
adequate grid spacing was used. Both unsteady rotor-stator-rotor interactions and
steady-state isolated blade calculations were performed with and without the seal
cavity present.
The detailed parameterized seal cavity study of the high-speed stator seal cavity
was performed by collecting a series of solutions for several different geometric vari-
ations. The geometric parameter list included seal tooth gap, cavity depth, wheel
speed, radial mismatch of hub flowpath, axial trench gap, hub corner treatments, and
land edge treatments. Again as above, the ADPAC code was used to solve both the
seal cavity flow and the stator flow fields simultaneously. Solution data presented
includes radial and pitchwise distributions of flow variables and particle traces de-
scribing the flow character. Significant conclusions drawn from the several numerical
solutions of the coupled stator/cavity geometry include:
• Approximately 500,000 mesh points were needed to adequately resolve the cou-
pled 3-D seal cavity and stator blade flow fields;
• Mixed positive and negative radial flows exist across both the upstream and
downstream seal cavity / main flow interface regions;
• Driven cavity-like flow structures occur in both seal cavity trenches;
• There were large increases in tangential velocity of leakage flow as it passes
through the seal cavity (up to 75% of hub wheel speed);
• Exit tangential velocity of the leakageflow plays a critical role in suction side
separationnear the hub.
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Chapter 2
INTRODUCTION
In a high-speed axial compressor, the function of the stator seal cavity is to provide a
flow seal between the rotating rotor wheel and the stationary inner-band stabilizing
the stator vanes shown in Figure 2.1. Due to the increasing pressure in the axial
direction, the driving potential causes the fluid to flow back through the seal cavity.
Several different sealing mechanisms have been tested and employed to reduce the
amount of mass flow traveling through the seal cavity, referred to as leakage flow, in
order to minimize the associated losses [1, 2]. As axial compressor designs become
more aggressive, the pressure differential across the stator seal cavity will become
larger. To minimize inefficiencies due to the interaction between the two separate
flow paths, the dynamics of the seal cavity and more importantly its effect on the
main power stream must be fully understood,
Several investigations have been conducted focusing on the rotating cavity problem
[3, 4, 5, 6]. The majority of these studies has been directed at the turbine sections of
the engine and were primarily concerned with the balance of cool compressor bleed
flow and the hot main gas path ingestion problem [7, 8]. Some experimental work
has been collected for individual seal cavities and for the coupled system on lower
rotational speed compressors [9]. However, due to the difficulty of obtaining data
in the complex geometries of a high-speed compressor seal cavity, little experimental
data for these configurations are available. The use of computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) as a investigative tool becomes very useful in this situation.
CFD has been used previously to model individual compressor blades in previous
compressor work at Allison and researchers have also implemented CFD to solve
individual seal cavities [10]. Some research has coupled the turbine cavities to the
main flow path [11, 12, 13]. The work presented within this report will focus not
on the individual blade solution or the separate seal cavity solution, but the coupled
system and the interaction between the two flow paths.
Using CFD in a parameterized study allows for "quick" geometry modifications
using grid generation tools, as compared to machining experimental hardware. By
selecting appropriate geometric parameters that emphasize the interface region be-
tween the seal cavity and the main flow path, results from the numerical solutions can
provide insight and guidance to the critical design aspects of reducing any negative
effects of the seal cavity flow.
3
Figure 2.1: Schematicof typical high-speedaxial compressorwith close-upview of
the sealcavity regionunder the inner-bandedstator.
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This report containstwo main chapterscoveringthe High-SpeedCompressorSeal
Cavity Study and the SealCavity ParameterizedStudy. The chapter over the high-
speedstudy includessectionson the sealcavity modelselection,grid generation,the
ADPAC flow solver code, and data reduction. A section on the grid resolution study
performed to guarantee adequate mesh spacing follows along with results from both
the multiple blade row and the isolated stator flow simulations. The parameterized
study chapter introduces the set of geometric seal cavity parameters and figures of
merit used in the study. Results, including radial distributions of flow quantities
and particle traces, are included for each of the parameters tested. A few important
conclusions drawn from this work are the better description of the flow structure
inside the seal cavity (including the mixed positive/negative radial flow across the
hub boundary and the rotating regions of flow in the seal cavity trenches) and the
impact of the tangential velocity increase of the leakage flow as it re-enters the main
flOW.
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Chapter 3
HIGH-SPEED COMPRESSOR
SEAL CAVITY STUDY
3.1 Introduction
Flow through a labyrinth stator seal cavity of a high-speed compressor was modeled
by coupling the cavity flow path and the main flow path of the compressor. A grid
resolution study was performed to guarantee adequate grid spacing was used. Both
unsteady rotor-stator-rotor interactions and steady-state isolated blade calculations
were performed with and without the seal cavity present. Significant findings included
the discovery of "driven cavity"-like flow structures in the seal cavity trenches, the
mixture of both positive and negative radial flow across both upstream and down-
stream trench hub boundaries, the influence of the downstream rotor, and the large
increase in tangential velocity of the leakage flow and its effect on the stator blade
incidence. This chapter includes sections on the seal cavity model selection, grid gen-
eration, data reduction, and the grid resolution study. Results are presented for the
rotor-stator-rotor interaction with a seal cavity, the isolated upstream rotor, and the
isolated stator with and without the cavity present. Variations in seal tooth gap were
performed with the isolated stator study.
3.2 High-Speed Compressor Model Selection
The model seal cavity selected for this study was the eighth-stage stator seal cavity
of Allison's Advanced Subsonic Technologies (AST) Candidate 10-stage compressor.
The outline of seal cavity geometry and nearby blades is shown in Figure 3.1. While
the AST compressor is an advanced design with an aggressive pressure ratio, selecting
a rear stage from this machine, where changes in flowpath are minimal, allowed the
investigation to venture into a higher wheel speed stage while still maintaining several
characteristics of current rear compressor stage designs.
Shown in Figure 3.1, the cavity geometry consists of a triple-knife labyrinth seal
and a dam located to the far right of the cavity. This dam is used for the axial
alignment of the rotor blades in the downstream blade row and is not used in a
7
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Figure 3.1: Rotor-stator-rotor geometry showing the detailed seal cavity under the
stator of a high-speed compressor.
sealing capacity. For each rotor blade, a small tang hangs down from the rotor
base such that the upstream face of the tang touches the downstream face of the
dam. The circumferential extent of the tang is approximately one-third the blade
pitch; therefore, about two-thirds of the entrance to the small cavity behind the dam
is exposed to the main cavity flow. Preliminary 3-D flow solutions found that the
amount of flow entering this small cavity was two orders of magnitude smaller than
the main cavity recirculating flow and for the most part the mass in the small cavity
behind the dam was in a pure rotational state.
3.3 Grid Generation
The complete axisymmetric seal geometry was obtained in an IGES format from
CAD drawings. The geometry data was then converted into a database for GRID-
GEN, a multiple-block mesh generation package. The seal tooth clearance taken
from the database was 0.018 inches and will be referred to as the "nominal" value in
this chapter. Test cases in the parameterized study, discussed in the next chapter,
tested tighter seal tooth clearances. A 2-D grid was generated for the seal cavity us-
ing GRIDGEN tools This axisymmetric representation of the triple-knife seal cavity,
shown in Figure 3.2, was then mated with the 3-D TIGG3D-generated grid [31] of
the main stator flow path. Due to the circumferential mating of the seal cavity to
the stator passage, the grid topology selection was limited to using a H-grid. The
coupled mesh showing the seal cavity in relation to the main flow path and the stator
is shown in Figure 3.3.
8
Figure 3.2: Axisymmetric slice from the stator seal cavity mesh with triple-knife seal.
Figure 3.3: Solid surfaces for the coupled seal cavity and main flow path grids for the
stator of a high-speed compressor.
Figure 3.4: Axisymmetric slice from the stator seal cavity mesh with a single-knife
seal.
A single-knife seal geometry was also investigated; the number of knife seals was
reduced from three to one by removing the two upstream knife seals as shown in
the modified axisymmetric representation in Figure 3.4. The most downstream knife
seal was kept because in triple-knife cavity solutions this knife seal was performing
the vast majority of the sealing and the remaining knives were merely dividing the
remaining cavity volume into smaller rotating driven cavities.
3.4 ADPAC Navier-Stokes Numerical Algorithm
The aerodynamic predictions for the cases described in this study were obtained using
the ADPAC analysis code. The ADPAC code is a general purpose turbomachinery
aerodynamic design analysis tool which has undergone extensive development, testing,
and verification [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Detailed code documentation is also available
for the ADPAC program [19, 20, 21]. A brief description of the theoretical basis for
the ADPAC analysis is given below, and the interested reader is referred to the cited
references for additional details.
The ADPA C analysis solves a time-dependent form of the three-dimensional Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes equations using a proven time-marching numerical, formula-
tion. Solutions may be obtained using either a rotating cylindrical coordinate system
for annular flows, or a stationary Cartesian coordinate frame for linear cascades or
other non-cylindrical geometries. The numerical technique employs proven numerics
based on a finite volume, explicit multigrid Runge-Kutta time-marching solution al-
gorithm derived from the developmental efforts of Jameson, Adamczyk, and others
[22, 23, 24, 25]. Steady-state flows are obtained as the time-independent limit of the
time-marching procedure. Several steady state convergence acceleration techniques
(local time stepping, implicit residual smoothing, and multigrid) are available to im-
10
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Figure 3.5: Radial distributions into the seal cavity trenches of absolute flow angle be-
tween experimental measurements and ADPAC predictions of the NASA Low-Speed
Axial Compressor (LSAC) showing the ability of ADPAC to model the seal cavity
flow correctly.
prove the overall computational efficiency of the analysis. An attractive feature of the
ADPA C code is the versatility and generality of mesh systems upon which the analysis
mav be performed. The ADPAC code permits the use of a multiple-blocked mesh dis-
cretization which provides extreme flexibility for analyzing complex geometries such
as the coupled stator/seal cavity geometry. The block gridding technique enables
the coupling of complex, multiple-region domains with common (non-overlapping)
grid interface boundaries through specialized user-specified boundary condition pro-
cedures.
Validation of the ADPAC code applied to the inner-banded seal cavity geometry
was demonstrated under a parallel effort supported under a separate NASA contract
[30]. In that work, the NASA Lewis Low-Speed Axial Compressor (LSAC) inner-
banded seal cavity and stator passage were solved using ADPAC. The numerical
results were compared with the experimental data collected for that compressor [9]
which included slow-response pneumatic and fast-response hot-film data. Figure 3.5
is presented here as a sample from the parallel effort comparing absolute flow angles
measured at the mid-trench gap location both immediately above and below the hub
radius. Agreement between the ADPAC results and the experimental data was quite
good with the ADPA C results matching the higher-response hot-film data better than
the pneumatic data. Due to the differences in rotational speed and blade setting an-
gle, no direct comparisons will be made between the LSAC data and the numerical
ADPAC predictions of the high-speed compressor model used in this contract; how-
ever, the sample LSAC results show the capability of ADPAC to model the complex
seal cavity leakage flow coupled to the stator main flow. Interested readers are re-
ferred to the cited report for additional details of this validation effort. The success of
ADPA C to capture the LSAC cavity flow field gives additional confidence to the data
presented within this report which tested the coupled stator and seal cavity geometry
at much higher rotational speeds, more realistic of an advanced compressor design.
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3.5 Data Reduction
The following section briefly describes the procedures followed to reduce the large
amount of collected data into the figures presented in this chapter. Overall mass
flows were calculated in all cases for both the main flow path and the seal cavity flow
path. The seal cavity mass flow was determined from the amount of mass flow over
the seal tooth once the solution was converged.
In order to determine the effect of the seal cavity on the main flow path, mass-
averaged flow variable data were extracted from the solutions at four measuring sta-
tions. These stations, identified in Figure 3.6, were located just upstream of the
upstream seal cavity trench, the stator leading edge, the stator trailing edge, and
just downstream of the downstream seal cavity trench. Each of these four measuring
stations are labeled with a unique subscript (UP, LE, TE, or DN) used as a reference
throughout this entire report. The upstream and downstream seal cavity trench lo-
cations correspond to the trailing edge of the upstream rotor and the leading edge of
the downstream rotor, respectively. The upstream and downstream seal cavity trench
regions are also identified in Figure 3.6.
Radial distributions were calculated for various flow variables and blade perfor-
mance parameters, including turning angle, diffusion factor, loss coefficient, and loss
parameter, defined below in Equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, respectively. The UP
and DN station referenced in the equations correspond to the upstream and down-
stream measuring stations, respectively, identified in Figure 3.6. The radial terms in
the diffusion factor equation were neglected due to the minimal radius change in the
stator flowpath. Due to the proprietariness of the flow data, the majority of the data
presented within this report has been non-dimensionalized by a meaningful compres-
sor flow quantity; if that was not possible, the variable was replaced by the change
in variable to allow for relative comparison of the several solutions.
Turning Angle = I-/_/x_3l= ]_DN - _uPI (3.1)
Diffusion Factor = DF = 1 - --
VDN
VUp
IzXVo
+--
2 (TVu p
(3.2)
Loss Coefficient = w -- Ptup -- PtDN
Ptup -- Psup
(3.3)
Loss Parameter = a:p -
COS _DN
2O"
(3.4)
3.6 Grid Resolution Study
The detailed analysis of the stator with and without the single-knife seal cavity was
performed on four grid resolution levels. The baseline grid from which preliminary
results were obtained represents the third finest grid (Level 3) of the four. The two
coarsest levels (Levels 1 and 2) were generated by reducing the baseline grid by one and
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Grid Resolution Stator Passage Seal Cavity
Level Mass Flow Mass Flow
(normalized by Level 4 value) (as % of stator mass flow)
Level 1 0.936 1.09%
(11,421 mesh points)
Level 2 0.983 1.42%
(78,897 points)
Level 3 0.996 1.74%
(584,991 mesh points)
Level 4 1.000 1.73%
(1,175,987 mesh points)
Table 3.1: Mass flow rates through the stator blade passage and the cavity passage
for mesh Levels 1, 2: 3, and 4 for the standard nominal gap seal cavity geometry.
two levels of multi-grid. The finest level for the grid study (Level 4) was generated by
refining the Level 3 databases in GRIDGEN and TIGG3D. such that the total number
of grid points was approximately doubled; this corresponded to an approximate 26%
increase in the number of mesh points in each of the three computational indices.
Even though the number of mesh points was increased from Level 3 to Level 4, the
distance of the first mesh point off the surface was held constant at 0.0005 inches. A
meridional slice through the seal cavity from each of the four grid resolution levels is
shown for comparison in Figure 3.7. The number of points in the four grids, with the
seal cavity included, ranges from approximately 11,000 to 1.2 million.
3.6.1 Grid Resolution Sensitivity Results
Solutions for the stator blade with and without the seal cavity were collected on the
four different grid resolutions described above. Table 3.1 lists the mass flow rates of
the stator main flow path and the seal cavity flow path for the nominal gap seal cavity
geometry. As the grid resolution was refined, mass flow through the stator blade row
and the seal cavity increased. This was primarily related to the increased resolution of
the boundary layers and their associated blockage effects as the grid spacing became
more clustered near the walls of the stator blade and seal cavity. There was very little
difference between Levels 3 and 4 with respect to the mass flow values; this was one
indication that grid resolution independence had been achieved. This leveling-off of
mass flow values could also be attributable to the constant near wall spacing between
the Level 3 and Level 4 meshes noted above; therefore, further investigation of grid
dependence was performed using radial profiles across the stator span.
Radial profiles of stator blade performance calculated from the solutions on all
four grid resolutions levels are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 for the no cavity and
nominal gap cavity cases, respectively. From these results, the Level 1 mesh (the
coarsest mesh) appears to be inadequate to resolve the details of the flow as the
results vary greatly from the finer mesh results. Due to the poor results obtained
14
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the four grid resolutions used in the grid study including
the total number of grid points in the corresponding 3-D grid with the seal cavity
and grid extensions.
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with the Level 1 mesh resulting from its coarseness, no other detailed results from
that mesh are included in this chapter. Level 2 mesh results begin to capture the
behavior of the stator blade. As was seen with the mass flow values, the radial profiles
from the Level 3 and Level 4 solutions are very similar.
Spanwise distributions of total pressure, total temperature, and the three veloc-
ity components were area-averaged across constant radial grid index planes into the
upstream and downstream seal cavity trenches. The comparison of the seal cavity
trench flow between different grid resolution levels is shown in Figure 3.10. As was
shown in the earlier comparisons of data for the different grid resolutions levels, the
Level 1 results are the most outlying and the Level 2 results approach the solutions
at Levels 3 and 4. The good agreement between the Levels 3 and 4 results again
reinforces the finding that the Level 3 grid resolution is adequate for investigating the
seal cavity fluid dynamics. Therefore, it was concluded that Level 3 grid resolution
was adequate to identify the detailed characteristics of the coupled stator and seal
cavity flow field. Level 2 resolution was used in a limited capacity to provide some
basic trends with quicker run times or for cases with extremely large numbers of mesh
points (i.e., rotor-stator-rotor cases).
3.7 Rotor-Stator-Rotor Interaction with a Seal Cav-
ity
After evaluating results from the 3-D coupled seal cavity and stator-only grids, the
question of whether the influence of the upstream and downstream rotors was being
accurately modeled using only stator inlet and exit boundary conditions was raised.
Therefore, three-dimensional rotor-stator-rotor steady and unsteady solutions were
obtained to determine the inter-blade row flow conditions. The 3-D upstream and
downstream rotor grids were constructed using TIGG3D such that the rotor grids
mated with the stator grid at constant axial and radial positions. The steady solution
was obtained using mixing plane coupling between the rotors and the stator grids.
This mixing-plane solution appeared to more accurately capture the influence of the
rotors on the stator. However, due to the small axial separation of the blades in
the rear stages of this compressor, the mixing planes were located extremely close to
both the seal cavity inlet and exit and the leading and trailing edges of the respective
rotors.
In order to avoid the averaging across the mixing plane so close to the seal cavity
openings, a second approach to the rotor-stator-rotor problem was needed. This
approach was to perform an unsteady interaction calculation across several blade
pitches. The original blade counts of the compressor would have required the modeling
of the entire wheel; however, by removing at most two rotor blades and adding only
one stator blade, the blade ratio was reduced to 2:3:2 (rotor:stator:rotor). A grid with
two rotor blade passages for each rotor wheel and three stator passages was created
and was coupled with the full seal cavity grid. Converged time-periodic solutions
were obtained on the rotor-stator-rotor grids both with and without the seal cavity
16
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mesh Levels 1, 2, 3 and 4, for the standard nominal gap seal cavity configuration.
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geometry.
The mixing-plane solution was run at grid resolution Level 3 and Level 2, one
resolution level coarser. The unsteady solution was not run at the finest level (Level 3)
due to the extremely large size of the grid required. This allowed for direct comparison
between the unsteady and mixing-plane solutions on the coarse grid level (Level 2).
As found in the grid resolution study, results from the unsteady solution on a Level
2 resolution captured the overall trends of the flow character. Another grid was
created for the 2:3:2 rotor-stator-rotor geometry without the seal cavity. This grid
was identical to the mixing-plane grid being used above except without the geometry
of the seal cavity included. A comparison between these two solutions showed the
effects of including the detailed seal cavity geometry on the main flow.
In total four different solutions were collected for the high-speed rotor-stator-rotor
interaction problem using ADPA C. All of the grids listed above were run with identical
upstream and downstream boundary conditions for the main flow path (i.e., the same
upstream rotor inlet profiles and the same exit static pressure). Three of the solutions
include the full 3-D representation of the seal cavity. This combination of solutions
allowed for comparisons with respect to the full unsteady vs. mixing-plane approach,
grid density, and the inclusion of the seal cavity on the main flow. The four solutions
are listed below:
• full unsteady solution on a coarse grid (Level 2)
• mixing-plane solution on a coarse grid (Level 2)
• mixing-plane solution on a fine grid (Level 3)
• mixing-plane solution on a fine grid (Level 3) without the seal cavity geometry
3.7.1 Rotor-Stator-Rotor Performance Comparison
Performance data were calculated for each of the four solutions to determine the
pressure ratio and efficiency over the rotor-stator-rotor combination. Due to the
proprietary nature of the data, only general comparisons are included in this report.
All four of the ADPAC solutions had a higher mass flow and higher pressure ratio
than the design point values; therefore, most of the comparisons are between the
different numerical solutions and not with the design point data. This performance
discrepancy between the ADPAC solutions and the design point can be attributed
to raising the exit static pressure from the design point in order to reduce the mass
flow in the numerical solutions closer to the design point mass flow. With respect to
grid density, the fine meshes had higher mass flows and higher pressure ratios than
the coarse meshes at the same back pressure. This might have been in part to the
better resolution of the boundary layers and their associated losses similar to the grid
resolution study.
When comparing the full unsteady solution with the corresponding mixing-plane
solution, the mixing-plane solution had a slightly higher mass flow, pressure ratio, and
efficiency. One possible explanation was that the localized losses from the upstream
2O
blade rows were smearedout over the blade pitch and therefore did not create as
great of a negativeeffecton the performanceof the downstreamblade rows. When
the sealcavity wasnot modeled,therewasa correspondingincreasein the efficiency.
For all the numericalsolutionswith the sealcavity geometry included,the sealcavity
massflowwasslightly morethan one-percentof the total massflow through the main
bladepassage.
3.7.2 Axisymmetrically-Averaged Solution Comparison
An axisymmetrically-averaged flow file was created for each of the multiple blade
solutions. Overall, there were no large differences between the solutions with respect
to Mach number distribution and all of the axisymmetric solutions with the seal
cavity included show approximately the same flow field. Therefore, detailed contours
of the averaged flow field are presented for the fine-mesh mixing-plane solution of the
rotor/stator/rotor geometry with the seal cavity. Figure 3.11 shows contours of static
pressure and the three velocity components.
In Figure 3.11a, the static pressure contour levels increase going left to right, as
would be expected. It is this increase in pressure across the seal cavity that provides
the driving potential to the leakage flow. The axial velocity contours, shown in
Figure 3.11b, show the sharp drop and reversal of the leakage flow as it enters the seal
cavity passage. The effect of the rotor tip clearance is also visible as a region of reduced
axial velocity. The sharp gradients in radial velocity levels, shown in Figure 3.11c, in
the region of both the seal cavity trenches illustrates the rotating flow structure in
these trenches similar to the classic "driven cavity" problem. The driven cavity-like
flow structures are examined in more detail using particle traces later within this
report. Changes in tangential velocity are shown in Figure 3.11d. In the main flow
path, the tangential velocity increases as it passes through the upstream rotor, the
stator then turns the flow back more axially decreasing the tangential component, and
the downstream rotor again adds to the tangential component. However, of particular
interest to this study is the variations of tangential velocity through the seal cavity.
The leakage flow enters the seal cavity downstream of the stator at approximately
zero tangential velocity and is spun up to a high tangential velocity level before being
injected back into the main flow. This interaction between the "injected" leakage
flow into the main stator flow field will be investigated in further detail later in this
report.
3.7.3 Detailed Near-Hub Flow Field Comparison
In order to better understand the behavior of the flow near the hub surface, a more
detailed analysis is presented below. Using cylindrical velocities and flow angles, the
flow field was examined at the first computational cell away from the hub surface.
This physical distance corresponded to 0.42% of the stator blade span for the coarse
grids (Level 2). Using these near-hub surface distributions, comparisons were made
with respect to unsteady vs. mixing-plane, grid density, and the inclusion of the seal
cavity geometry.
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Figure 3.11: Contours of static pressure and axial velocity taken from the
axisymmetrically-averaged ADPAC fine-mesh mixing-plane solution of the ro-
tor/stator/rotor geometry with the seal cavity.
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Figure 3.11: Contours of radial velocity and tangential velocity taken from
the axisymmetrically-averaged ADPAC fine-mesh mixing-plane solution of the ro-
tor/stator/rotor geometry with the seal cavity.
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The comparisonof radial velocity distributions betweenthe full unsteadysolution
and the mixing-planesolution is shownin Figure 3.12. The contoursfor the unsteady
solution were taken from a singlepoint in time and not from a time-averagedsolu-
tions; this allows for sharper contrast between the unsteady and the mixing-plane
solutions. In the unsteadysolution shown in Figure 3.12a, the radial velocity field
in the upstream cavity gap,where the flow had a mostly positive radial velocity, ap-
pearsto be somewhatconstant in the circumferential direction with respect to axial
location and not tied to the upstream rotors except possibly in small regionswhere
the effect of the rotor wake can be seen. However,in the downstreamcavity gap,
wherethe flow entersthe cavity, the negativeradial flow regionswerestrongly tied to
the rotor leadingedge.This pumping action into the seal cavity was the influence of
the rotor blade blockage on the main flow driving the flow into the cavity. Compared
with the mixing-plane solution in Figure 3.12b, the upstream cavity gap distribution
appeared to be similar to the unsteady solution; however, the influence of the down-
stream rotor, which had been smeared out by the mixing plane, did not show the
strong relation between the rotor leading edge and the local regions of negative radial
velocity.
The effect of modeling the seal cavity on the near-hub region was very significant,
as was expected. Without the cavity, the flow along the hub traveled with almost no
radial velocity; whereas, with the seal cavity included the radial velocity distribution
near the hub was greatly affected primarily in the region near the seal cavity trenches.
One of the conclusions of this comparison was that the mixing-plane approximation
had a greater influence on the downstream seal cavity gap than the upstream gap.
Also, the inclusion of the seal cavity geometry, as expected, has a very strong influence
on the near-hub region of the flow.
3.7.4 Spanwise Profile Comparison
The multiple blade row ADPAC solutions without the cavity included were area-
averaged axisymmetrically. Spanwise distributions were extracted from both the fine
mesh and the coarse mesh solutions that used the mixing-plane approximation at
four inter-blade stations. The axial locations of the inter-blade stations, shown in
Figure 3.13, with respect to the rotor and stator blades were selected as the axial grid
line that was closest to the hub midpoint between the two blades. Spanwise compar-
isons were made between the numerical solutions for the following four flow quantities:
total pressure (Pt), total temperature (Tt), axial velocity (Vx), and tangential velocity
The series of spanwise plots is shown in Figures 3.14 to 3.17. The two ADPAC
solutions are represented by solid lines with small symbols located at the grid data
points. The ADPAC solutions matched the design data throughout the three blade
rows with the fine mesh results matching closer than those from the coarser mesh,
as was expected. Efforts were focused on examining the upstream rotor blade in
isolation in order to assure the inlet flow to the stator blade row with the seal cavity
was correctly specified.
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Figure 3.12: Contours of radial velocity located one computational cell above the hub
surface for the two coarse-mesh (Level 2) rotor-stator-rotor ADPAC solutions.
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Figure 3.13: Axial location of spanwise profile stations between the rotor and stator
blades.
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3.8 Isolated Upstream Rotor Study
In addition to the concern about inlet boundary conditions for the upstream rotor, the
location of the inlet boundary was also a concern. For the rotor-stator-rotor solutions
obtained, the upstream boundary of the first rotor was located extremely close to the
rotor leading edge as shown in Figure 3.13. Grid extension blocks were added to the
isolated rotor grid which moved the upstream and downstream botmdaries away from
the blades by approximately one blade axial chord. A blade-to-blade view of the hub
surface from the isolated rotor fine mesh with the grid block extensions is shown in
Figure 3.18. The grid extensions were rotated to match the trailing edge angle and
better resolve the rotor wake.
A detailed study of the effect of inlet profile on the upstream rotor performance
was completed in order to obtain a representative inlet condition for the stator blade
row with the seal cavity. A series of four different inlet total pressure profiles were
tested with the isolated upstream rotor mesh with the grid extensions. The four
profiles are shown in Figure 3.19 and are described below:
Inlet Profile A - a quasi-constant pressure profile generated from the design data
without accounting for any endwall blockage,
Inlet Profile B - a turbulent boundary layer profile generated by using the 1/7th-
power law for the boundary layer shape to account for blockage,
Inlet Profile C - a profile taken from the exit of the stator in previous ADPAC
solutions and scaled back to match the appropriate freestream total pressure
28
Figure 3.18: Grid distribution at the hub surface from the isolated upstream rotor
grid with the grid block extensions. (Grid has been copied one rotor blade pitch to
clarify blade shape.)
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Figure 3.19: Inlet total pressure profiles tested with the isolated upstream rotor.
(similar to a repeating stage assumption),
Inlet Profile D - a profile generated by reflecting the upper 50% span of Inlet Profile
C about the centerline to obtain equal blockage at hub and tip.
Several runs were performed using the different inlet profiles listed above over a
range of rotor back pressures. After each run, it was determined whether the ADPA C
solution was a valid converged point or whether the rotor solution was "stalled". The
series of converged solution points for each of the inlet profiles generated a speed line
for each profile shown in comparison with the design point in Figure 3.20.
Only two of the inlet profiles (A and C) generated multiple converged points. Inlet
Profile B, derived from the turbulent boundary layer theory, resulted in no converged
point over the range of back pressures tested. Inlet Profile D was tested with viscous
and inviscid walls on the grid extensions; however, only one converged point was
found for each of these two cases. The difficulty in gathering converged points for
some of the inlet profiles was directly related to the amount of blockage simulated
by the profile; the profiles ordered by increasing blockage (A, C, D, B) corresponded
to the increasing difficulty in obtaining converged solutions. The effect of increased
blockage from Inlet Profile A to Inlet Profile C is shown in a decrease of mass flow
and a decrease in efficiency. The speed line from the Inlet Profile C solutions passed
closer to the design point than the speed line from the Inlet Profile A solutions.
This showed that when no blockage was accounted for, as with Inlet Profile A, the
converged solution overflowed.
By selecting points matching the design pressure ratio (solid symbols in Fig-
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Figure 3.20: Pressure ratio and efficiency speed lines for the upstream rotor at 100%
rotation speed for the range of inlet profiles tested. (Note: The solid symbols represent
cases to be compared later within the chapter.)
ure 3.20), a comparison of the rotor performance was made. Spanwise profiles of
pressure ratio, efficiency, and diffusion factor, shown in Figure 3.21, were calculated
for the two ADPA C solutions. The small variation in spanwise pressure ratio between
the Inlet Profile A case and the Inlet Profile C case was related to the redistribution of
total pressure entering the rotor blade from the tip to the hub. This had the effect of
reducing the pressure ratio at the hub and increasing the pressure ratio at the tip for
the Inlet Profile C case. The Inlet Profile C case appeared to capture the reduction
in efficiency of the design data from midspan to the endwall region better than the
Inlet Profile A case. Both profile solutions appeared to match the design diffusion
factor distributions equally well. As mentioned earlier, the objective of analyzing the
isolated rotor was to obtain a satisfactory exit profile to feed into the isolated stator
solutions. The exit profiles of total pressure, total temperature, axial velocity, and
tangential velocity magnitude for Inlet Profiles A and C are shown in Figure 3.22.
From the data presented above for all the inlet profile cases, the inlet profile which
most closely matched the design operating point for the rotor was Inlet Profile C; this
was the profile generated by scaling the profile shape coming out of the stator. The
exit profile obtained from the Inlet Profile C solution was used as inlet conditions
for the initial isolated stator calculations. The increase in blockage from Inlet Profile
A to Inlet Profile C appeared to be adjusting the solutions in the proper direction.
However, since Inlet Profile C was taken from a solution without the stator inner-band
seal cavity, additional modifications were necessary near the hub region of the inlet
profile to account for the effects of the inner-banded stator seal cavity. The current
upstream rotor exit profile was used as the inlet profile to calculate flow through the
stator with the seal cavity. The resulting stator exit profile including the seal cavity
effects was then scaled and used to re-evaluate the upstream rotor performance.
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Figure 3.21" Spanwise profiles of the upstream rotor blade performance for Inlet
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3.8.1 Upstream Rotor Performance Re-evaluation
Using the stator exit profile including cavity flow effects, the upstream rotor per-
formance was re-evaluated. The rotor solutions were again collected over a range
of back pressures in order to determine the point closest to the design point. This
series of points is shown as a 100% constant speed line in Figure 3.23 (represented
by inverted triangles). For comparison, the figure also contains the results obtained
previously, shown in Figure 3.20, which include the original quasi-constant profile
(Profile A) results (represented by circles), and the previous scaled stator exit profile
without the cavity effects (Profile C) results (represented by diamonds). By using the
mass-averaged profile including the cavity effects, the additional blockage created by
the recirculating seal cavity flow has reduced the overall mass flow for the speedline
approximately 1.5% from the design point.
The corresponding performance data at the point nearest the design pressure ratio
is shown in Figure 3.24. The data include spanwise distributions of pressure ratio,
efficiency, and diffusion factor. The ADPA C solution matched the design data well as
far as the pressure ratio and diffusion factor, but it was slightly off in predicting the
efficiency distribution shape; however, this predicted rotor performance obtained from
using the most recent scaled stator exit profile appeared to match the design data as
well as any of the previous solutions. Since the apparent effect of the upstream stator
blade row including the inner-banded seal cavity flow effects had been accounted for
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Figure 3.24: Spanwise profiles of the upstream rotor blade performance using the
scaled stator exit profile that included the seal cavity effects.
in this rotor calculation; the exit profiles, shown in Figure 3.25, obtained from this
solution were representative of the flow entering the stator blade row with the seal
cavity and were used to create the new inlet boundary conditions to the stator.
3.9 Isolated Stator Analysis
Using the "re-evaluated" inlet profile obtained from the exit of the upstream rotor,
solutions of the isolated stator were collected for a total of four different seal cav-
ity configurations shown in Figure 3.26. In order to determine whether differences
between the solutions with and without the seal cavity were due to the presence of
the seal cavity or just a result of small run-to-run variations_ two additional seal
cavity geometries were generated by modifying the nominal gap single-knife seal cav-
ity geometry. The first modification was to increase the nominal gap between the
single-knife seal and the stator inner-band as shown in Figure 3.27. This resulted
in a slight increase in mass flow recirculating through the seal cavity. The second
geometry modification to the existing grid was to remove the knife seal entirely from
the seal cavity as shown in Figure 3.28. Without any type of obstruction in the seal
cavity, large amounts of mass flow recirculated around the stator land. By testing
four geometric configurations, the significance of the differences between the solutions
and the trends of the data were easier to interpret.
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Figure 3.26: Axisymmetric outlines of the stator flow path and the four various seal
cavity geometries tested.
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Figure 3.27: Axisymmetric slice of the single-knife seal cavity grid (Level 3 grid
resolution) with the knife sealclearancegap doubled radially.
Figure 3.28: Axisymmetric slice of the seal cavity without any knife seals (Level 3
grid resolution)
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Seal Cavity StatorPassage Seal Cavity
Configuration Mass Flow Mass Flow
(normalized by NO Cavity value) (as % of stator mass flow)
No Cavity 1.000 0.00%
With Cavity 1.004 1.74%
(Nominal Gap)
With Cavity 1.009 2.50%
(Double Gap)
With Cavity 0.997 3.56%
(No Knife)
Table 3.2: Mass flow rates through the stator blade passage and the cavity passage
for the four different seal cavity configurations.
3.9.1 Isolated Stator Results
Detailed results from the different seal cavity configuration on the grid resolution
Level 3 are compared below with respect to mass flows and radial distributions of flow
variables and performance parameters. Several different flow quantities were plotted
including radial spanwise distributions of axial velocity, tangential velocity, and flow
angle at the four measuring stations (UP, LE, TE, and DN), referred to in Figure 3.6,
and distributions of incidence, deviation, turning angle, diffusion factor, and loss
coefficient. As noted in the data reduction section, the stator blade performance
distributions were calculated across the UP measuring station and the DN measuring
station.
Mass flows through the main stator blade flow path and the seal cavity flow path,
shown in Table 3.2, were calculated for each of the four cavity geometry configurations.
For approximately the same amount of mass flow in the main flow path, the increase
in seal cavity mass flow with increasing seal tooth gap was significant. In addition to
affecting the mass flow through the seal cavity, the inclusion of the seal cavity and the
changes within the seal cavity also showed an effect on the stator blade performance,
especially near the hub region.
Figures 3.29, 3.30, and 3.31 show the radial distributions of flow variables and
stator blade performance parameters described above. The effect of the recirculat-
ing flow about the stator land can be seen in the axial velocity distributions shown
in Figure 3.29. The axial velocity distributions at the upstream measuring station
showed a slightly increasing deficit near the hub region as the seal cavity riow was
increased causing additional blockage near the hub. At the leading edge, the added
flow coming out of the seal cavity was seen as an increase in axial velocity near the
hub region. This increase became somewhat mixed out by the trailing edge, and
at the downstream measuring station the profiles including the seal cavity geometry
showed a larger deficit from the mass leaving the main flow path and entering the
seal cavity. In order to maintain the same mass flow through the stator when the
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seal cavity geometrywasincluded, the axial velocity profilesadjustedby accelerating
the flow slightly in the upper 80%span to accountfor the blockagein the lower 20%
span region. The incoming tangential velocity remained mostly unchangedat the
upstream measuringstation; however,after the flow was injected through the seal
cavity gap the lower 20%showedan increasein tangential velocity. Through the sta-
tor blade row the tangential velocitiesshowedsomeredistribution from the no cavity
configuration. The no knife configuration showsa much larger departure from the
other solutions.
Due to the realignmentof the axial and tangential velocities,the flow angledistri-
butions becameslightly readjusted from the no cavity caseasshownin Figure 3.30.
The changein incidenceto the stator blade from upstream of the seal cavity gap
to the leading edgewas most prominent from 10% to 60%span. As more flow was
allowed to passthrough the seal cavity, the changein incidencefrom the no cavity
solution also increased.A correspondinginfluenceof the downstreamsealcavity gap
on the deviation anglewasnot asapparent asthe upstreamcavity gap's influenceon
the incidenceangle.
Figure 3.31 contains four performanceparameters measuredacross the stator
blade using the upstream and downstream measuringstations. As the seal cavity
flow wasincreased,the loading on the bladealso increasedasshownin the diffusion
factor, especiallynearthe hub region;however,asmentionedabove,there wasa tran-
sition point whenthe sealtooth wascompletely removed,and the flow field character
changedsignificantly. This significant changein the progressionof the solutionswas
seenin all four performanceparameters,especiallyin the diffusionfactor distribution.
This "unloading" of the blade with a crossovernear the hub region agreedwith the
data trends found experimentally in the Low-SpeedAxial Compressorwhen the seal
tooth wasset to maximum leakage[9].
The effectof the seal cavity massflow on the losscoefficientwas seennear the
hub. The lower 10% of the stator span showedan increasein loss coefficient with
increasing seal cavity flow. Between 10% span and 40% span the loss coefficient
decreasedinitially with increasingseal cavity flow and then increasedsharply when
the sealtooth was removed.The effecton the lossparameterwasvery similar to the
losscoefficient.
Radial distributions of total pressure,total temperature, and the three velocity
componentswerearea-averagedacrossconstant grid index planesinto the upstream
and downstreamsealcavity trenches.Figure 3.32presentstrenchprofiles for the three
sealcavity configurations. In almostall cases,the doublegapcavity results lie between
the nominal gap results and the no knife results. The greatestpercentagevariation
betweenthe three configurationsappearsin the radial velocity profiles. As expected,
when the sealtooth gap wasenlargedallowing moremassto passthrough the cavity,
the absolutevalueof the radial velocity increasedin magnitude (the negativesignon
the radial velocity at the downstreamtrench indicates flow into the cavity). From
the tangential velocity distributions, it appearedthat the averagecavity flow quickly
reachedmost of its final valuewithin the first 15%of the stator spaninto the trench.
Also, as the massflow through the cavity increased,the influence of the constant
tangential wheelspeeddecreased.This variation in upstreamtrenchexit swirl velocity
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betweenthe threesealconfigurations,in combination with the approximately constant
axial velocity, gaverise to a variation in tangential flow angle. This changein flow
angleas the sealcavity flow re-entersthe main flow explains someof the differences
in the stator performancepresentedabove.
After reviewingthe radial distributions of flow variablesand bladeperformance,
a more detailed look into the 3-D flow solutions wasconducted. Two performance
issuesstudied in more detail werethe impact of the different sealcavity geometries
on the areaof separatedflow and the amount of power input into the flow by the seal
cavity.
Stator Suction Surface Near-Hub Separation
The regions of separated flow were identified from near-wall distributions of axial
velocity evaluated at one computational cell from the hub and suction surface of the
blade. These distributions are shown in Figure 3.33 for each of the four seal cavity
configurations; the bold contour line represents the boundary of zero axial velocity
outlining the reversed flow regions. For the case with no cavity included, the stator
blade showed a small amount of separation along the hub corner on the suction side
starting at approximately 60% chord and extending radially to 20% span by the
trailing edge. When the seal cavity was added, the separation on the suction side of
the stator was reduced as more flow was allowed to pass through the seal cavity. A
method of quantifying the level of separation was to calculate the size of the reversed
flow area as a percentage of the total annulus area at the trailing edge. Contours of
axial velocity across the trailing edge along with the reversed flow area measurements
are shown in Figure 3.34.
This separation resulted primarily from the high incidence on the stator blade near
the hub caused from the overturning in the rotor exit profile. The radial distributions
of the incidence angle from the hub to 20% span, taken both upstream of the seal
cavity trench and at the leading edge, are shown in Figure 3.35. Since all solutions
had the same flow angles set at the inlet plane of the grid extension, there was already
some adjustment in the incidence profiles by the upstream measuring station. The
hub region blockage created by the seal cavity recirculating flow shifted the radial
profiles higher, up to 5% at the leading edge in the highest seal cavity mass flow case.
The amount of increased blockage due to the recirculating region around the stator
inner band is shown in Figure 3.36. Figure 3.36 was generated by releasing particle
traces at the corner of the upstream rotor wheel hub in an axisymmetrically-averaged
solution for each of the seal configurations; while these traces do not represent 3-D
stream surfaces, they do give an indication of the level of hub recirculation and the
blockage associated with it. As the amount of mass flow through the cavity increased,
the peak on the incidence distribution, shown in the right-hand plot in Figure 3.35,
corresponding to the flow coming off the rotor wheel near the hub, had been shifted
approximately the same amount by the point it reached the leading edge.
At 1% span off the hub for the case with no seal cavity present, the incidence
on the blade was over 20 degrees higher than its midspan value. As the clearance
of the seal tooth was increased allowing more mass flow through the seal cavity, the
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Figure 3.32: Radial distributions of area-averaged flow quantities into the upstream
and downstream seal cavity trenches for various seal cavity configurations.
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Figure 3.33: Near-wall axial velocity distributions along the hub and suction surfaces
of the stator blade showing the variation in separation region between the four seal
cavity configurations.
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tangential velocity of the flow being injected into the main flow path was decreased
substantially as shown in Figure 3.37; the 50% wheel speed contour line has been
emphasized to allow for easier reference and comparison. For the three geometries
with seal cavities included, a significant range of injection tangential velocity was
observed. The seal geometry with the least amount of mass flow had the highest
mass-averaged injection tangential velocity of 67_ wheel speed. When the seal tooth
gap was doubled, the injection tangential velocity dropped to 56%_ and with the tooth
completely removed, it fell to 45%. The injection of slower tangentially-moving fluid
near the hub region reduced the incidence on the stator blade, as seen in Figure 3.35,
resulting in a smaller region of separated flow.
From these results with respect to the suction side separation, it appears that the
tangential velocity of the injected fluid has significant effect on the stator performance.
A reduction in swirl velocity was found by increasing the amount of mass flow through
the cavity; however, this also increased the amount of blockage and loss near the hub.
From spanwise distributions of swirl velocity down into the seal cavity trenches, the
majority of the increase in tangential velocity is initiated within the first 15_ span
into the downstream trench.
Power Balance Through the Seal Cavity
The amount of work being input into the fluid as it travels through the seal cavity
was calculated by two methods: by integrating the wall shear stress along all rotating
surfaces in the seal cavity, and by calculating the difference in total energy entering
and leaving the computational domain (all solid surfaces were adiabatic). The rise
in total temperature between the inlet and exit planes had a much larger fluctuation
over the history of iterations than the calculated wall shear stresses; however, the
difference between the averaged values over 1000 iterations after convergence was
reached of both power calculations was under 8% for the two solutions with the
knife present and was 16% for the no knife seal cavity solution. The power values
oscillated with iteration count due to the small variations in the total temperature of
mass entering and leaving the computational region at different time intervals.
As the amount of mass flow through the seal cavity increased, by increasing the
seal tooth gap, the work input into the flow also increased. The related increase in
total temperature in the cavity flow was also measured. The power input through the
nominal gap seal cavity makes up 94% of the total power input into the system with
the remaining power entering the system through the rotating hub surfaces upstream
and downstream of stator blade row. When the seal tooth gap was doubled, the
amount of power input into the system increased by 21% over the nominal gap seal
cavity geometry configuration.
In addition to calculating the global power input, the regions where large portions
of the total work were input were identified by subdividing the cavity into separate
regions. Approximately half of the work was input into the fluid by the downstream
trench rotating wall; and the remaining work input was split between the two cavity
volumes divided by the seal tooth. A small percentage of the work was input into the
flow through the upstream cavity trench rotating wall.
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cavity as measured by wheel speed. The bold contour line represents the 50% wheel
speed line.
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Chapter 4
SEAL CAVITY
PARAMETERIZED STUDY
4.1 Introduction
A parameterized study of the high-speed stator seal cavity required the collection of
a series of solutions for different geometric variations. The parameter list included
seal tooth gap, wheel speed, cavity depth, radial mismatch of hub flowpath, axial
trench gap, hub corner treatments, and land edge treatments. An alternative sealing
approach was also modeled using a rim seal geometry. This chapter describes the
parameter list selection, the figures of merit used, the grid generation process used
during the parameterized study, and the post-processing performed on the converged
numerical solutions. Solution data presented include radial and pitchwise distribu-
tions of flow variables and particle traces describing the flow character. Results from
the seal cavity parameterized study are presented as follows: first, a detailed look
at the baseline configuration; second, a comparison of all the parameterized cases
collected; and third, a more detailed look at each of the individual parameter groups.
4.2 Seal Cavity Parameter Selection
Several geometric parameters were identified for the seal cavity parameterized study.
These parameters were split into two types, shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively:
those affecting the overall seal cavity configuration and those specifically affecting the
seal tooth geometry. Since only a limited number of parameters could be investigated,
the list of parameters was divided into two groups shown in Table 4.1. The top level
parameters listed were those parameters identified as having the greatest impact on
the interaction between the seal cavity flow and the main power stream. A test matrix
of variations of these parameters was developed and is presented in the following sec-
tion. Those parameters listed in the lower level were parameters that were considered
but were not tested; most of these parameters described the details of the individual
seal tooth and not the overall cavity geometry or the relative placement of the seal
cavity with respect to the main flow path.
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Top Level Parameters
• Seal Tooth Gap (Seal Cavity Mass Flow Rate)
• Seal Cavity Depth (Cavity Volume)
• Radial Mismatch of Hub Flow Path
• Axial Gap Between Rotor Wheel and Stator Land
• Rotor Wheel Hub Comer Treatments
• Stator Land Edge Treatments
• Rim Seal Geometry
Lower Level Parameters
• Seal Tooth Pitch (Height-to-Pitch Ratio)
• Number of Seal Teeth
• Inverted Seal Teeth
• Seal Tooth Thickness
• Seal Tooth Tip Treatment
• Embedded Seal Teeth (Groove Depth)
• Slanted Seal Teeth
• Seal Tooth Wedge Angle
Table 4.1: Parameter lists dividing parameters into Top and Lower Levels.
4.2.1 Test Matrix Development
Using the top level parameters listed in Table 4.1 describing the labyrinth knife seal
cavity configuration, a test matrix was developed to coordinate the collection and or-
ganization of the numerical solutions. In order to avoid an extremely large number of
test runs requiring large amounts of computational resources and producing an over-
flow of data, only one of the parameters was varied at a time. Each of the parameters
was varied individually away from a baseline geometry defined in a following section.
Since some of the parameters could be applied to either the region near the upstream
trench or near the downstream trench, a larger number of permutations was required
to test all cases. In the test matrix shown in Figure 4.3, each of the primary seal
cavity parameters is identified along with their baseline configuration value. A brief
schematic is also provided to describe the variations of the parameter.
4.3 Figures of Merit
Figures of merit, listed in Table 4.2, were also identified in order to evaluate each
parametric seal cavity design. Most of the figures of merit were concerned with the
immediate effect of the seal cavity flow on the stator blade row. Also listed in the
table are the flow variables used to quantify the figures of merit. One figure of merit
considered but not listed was concerned with the impact of the seal cavity on the
downstream rotor performance. Not only does the seal cavity flow affect the rotor
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Parameter Case Variations
Seal Tooth Gap
Wheel Speed (RPM)
Seal Cavity Depth
Radial Mismatch of
Hub Flow Path
Upstream
Downstream
Axial Trench Gap
Upstream
Downstream
Hub Corner Treatment
Leading Edge
Trailing Edge
Stator Land Edge
Treatment
0.010"
100%
0.184"
0.000 w
0.000"
0.081"
0.061"
Sharp
Sharp
Faceted
No Cavity, No Gap, 0.020", 0.040"
58% Baseline Speed
I ...... J
....... o
• .._ ,.., ..°, 4._°
±50% of Baseline Cavity Depth
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±5% Stator Span
±5% Stator Span
._.0% of Baseline Gap
Rounded Rounded
Back Sharp Forward
Faceted Rounded
Figure 4.3: Test matrix of geometric parameters to be tested from the Baseline case.
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Figure of Merit
• Seal Cavity Mass Flow over Center Seal Tooth rn
• Losses within the Cavity Due to Windage Heating ATt
• Injection Flow Velocity and Angle from Seal Cavity VeCAV
• Stator Total Pressure Loss APt
Table 4.2: Lists of primary figures of merit used to evaluate the several parameterized
seal cavity solutions.
performance immediately downstream of the stator blade row, but it also affects
additional stages downstream possibly compounding the effect of the seal cavity flow.
Results in the previous chapter from the isolated rotor study with and without the
effect of the seal cavity flow showed significant differences in the rotor performance.
However, due to the length of time to calculate multiple blade row solutions and the
large number of the parameter variations, it was decided to model the stator blade
in isolation with the seal cavity.
4.4 Parameter Study Grid Generation
In order to maintain constant grid quality over the several grids to be generated
for the parameterized study, a systematic procedure was developed. The previous
meshes used in the High-Speed Compressor Study were generated using two separate
grid generation codes: TIGG3D for the main blade passage and GRIDGEN for the
seal cavity. These two grids were then combined into one multi-blocked mesh. This
method worked well if the geometric changes only occurred completely within the seal
cavity (i.e, tooth gap clearance) or within the main flow path. However, this method
of generating each passage separately became iteratively cumbersome when varying
parameters that affected the interface region between the two passages.
For this reason, a grid generation methodology that allowed for the definition of
geometry and the distribution of points for both the main stator flow passage and
the complex seal cavity passage simultaneously was required. The process was split
into three parts: defining the geometry including any perturbations to the parameters_
distributing the grid points in the axisymmetric meridional (x-r) plane, and expanding
this axisymmetric distribution across the blade pitch.
4.4.1 Definition of the Coupled Geometry
The axisymmetric geometries of the seal cavity and the main flow path were defined
using GRIDGEN. A utility program was written that read in a TIGG3D input file and
output GRIDGEN network files which were used as databases for creating the main
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flow path. The seal cavity database was extracted from a CAD database defining the
high-speed compressor. Since both the main flow path and the seal cavity geometry
were defined simultaneously, the interface region could be easily modified (i.e., radial
hub mismatch, hub corner and stator land treatments).
4.4.2 Axisymmetric Distribution of the Points
With the boundaries of the geometry defined, the next step was to distribute points on
the meridional plane. This step was also performed using GRIDGEN. The advantages
to distributing points over both the main flow path and the seal cavity using the
same program included: even near-wall spacing (0.0005") around the interface region,
consistent elliptic smoothing of interior points, and exact matching at all mesh block
boundaries. The near-wall spacing value was chosen as 0.0170 of the stator span
which corresponded to y+ values in the range of 30 - 150, within the range of the wall
functions accuracy. As the tight near-wall spacing was also held across the seal cavity
trench openings, the axial distribution of points across this hub interface region was
such that the aspect ratio of the computational cells in the center of the trench did
not exceed twenty. The total number of points used over the geometries was similar
to that for the Level 3 meshes used in the Grid Resolution Study; the number of grid
points in the 3-D mesh totaled over 500,000 points split evenly between the main fiow
path and the seal cavity.
The baseline grid was generated using this method and the meridional plane dis-
tribution of the points is shown in Figure 4.4. The configuration geometry was similar
to grids used in the High-Speed Compressor Study with the exceptions of a tighter
knife seal gap and the removal of the "boot" section of the mesh. This "boot" re-
moval was done to save grid points as the flow in this region in all the high-speed
study solutions was in pure rotation and had minimal impact on the seal cavity flow
solution.
4.4.3 Pitchwise Distribution of Points
After the meridional distribution was complete, a 2-D mesh file defining all the (x,r)
coordinates of the points was generated. A utility code was written to read this 2-D
mesh file and the stator blade shape from the original TIGG3D input file and to
construct the grid in the main flow path through the stator blade. The code used
a bilinear interpolation scheme to project the meridional points onto the pressure
and suction sides of the blade definition. The pitchwise placement of the points was
governed by a symmetric distribution about the mid-passage surface holding a user-
input near-wall spacing (0.0005"). The angles of the grids extending upstream of
the leading edge and downstream of the trailing edge were user specified. The new
method defined the blade leading and trailing edges better than the previous method
used in the High-Speed Compressor Study as shown in Figure 4.5.
After a standardized grid generation procedure was established for the parameterized
study, the creation of the remaining grids proceeded. Each new grid started with
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Upstream Interface Region Downstream Interface Region
Figure 4.4: Meridional plane mesh distribution for the baseline triple-knife seal cavity
coupled to the stator main flow path. Details of the upstream and downstream
interface regions are highlighted in the lower half of the figure.
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Leading Edge Leading Edge
Previous Method New Method
Trailing Edge Trailing Edge
Previous Method New Method
r
Figure 4.5: Comparison of the grids around the leading and trailing edges at the hub
surface from the previous and new grid generation methods.
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the baselinegeometry and point distribution file, and any changeswere made from
this baselinedefinition. This ensuredthat the majority of the grid distributions were
the sameexcept for the localizedregionaffectedby the specificparameterwhich was
beingvaried. Resultsfor eachof the parametervariations that follow showmeridional
slicesthrough eachof the different grids. These2-D grid representationsdefine the
axisymmetric sealcavity geometry.The baselineconfiguration is included with all of
the figuresfor comparison.
4.5 Numerical Solution Collection and Post-Processing
Because this parameterized study was based on 3-D Navier-Stokes simulations, a large
number of CPU hours was required to complete all of the solutions for the several
test configurations. However, the total calendar time required for these solutions was
reduced by making use of the portability and flexible parallelization of the ADPAC
code. Solutions were collected on several different computing platforms simultane-
ously throughout the Seal Cavity Flow Investigation. Details of the solution collection
on different parallel computing platforms can be found in the appendix.
The parameterized solutions were obtained using a constant mass flow exit bound-
ary condition; the exit back pressure was iteratively changed internally by ADPAC
until a prescribed exit mass flow was reached. This allowed for comparison of veloc-
ity profiles and stator blade performance numbers between seal cavity configurations
for the same mass flows. A list of primary results used for comparison included
mass flow calculations through the seal cavity, pitchwise profiles in the upstream and
downstream trench gaps, and radial profiles of stator blade performance. Radial pro-
files of velocities, flow angles, and performance data were extracted from each of the
converged solutions.
The computational meshes were generated with consideration given to fitting the
seal cavity geometry, reducing the amount of grid shear and limiting cell expansion
ratios. This process, while a requirement for satisfactory solutions, did not always
allow for the exact matching of every grid line between seal cavity configurations
or allow grid lines to follow a constant axial location near the blade. Therefore, a
set of two constant axial location data planes from the main passage solution were
extracted at the UP and DN locations described in the previous chapter. The stator
blade performance and radial profiles were evaluated from these data at the exact
same location in every solution regardless of the computational mesh locations. As
in the High-Speed Compressor Study, the axial location of the upstream data station
corresponded to the trailing edge of the upstream rotor; likewise, the downstream
data station corresponded to the leading edge of the downstream rotor as shown in
Figure 3.6.
Pitchwise distributions were obtained by interpolating the flow solution to a plane
of constant radius passing through the solution and then calculating mass-averaged
flow quantities across that plane for separate At? segments. Investigations of the
Baseline case showed that pitchwise profiles became somewhat axisymmetric (not
varying across the pitch) below 5% of the stator span into the seal cavity trenches.
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Figure 4.6: Meridional slice of the Baseline configuration meshshowingthe coupled
stator and sealcavity.
Therefore, flow quantities weremeasuredat the constant radius planecorresponding
to -5% stator span in both the upstream and downstreamtrenches. The flow data
weredirectionally massaveraged;the flow wasseparatedinto two averagesdepending
upon the direction the normal velocity vectorpointed acrosstheconstantradiusplane.
Theseaveragedflow data was used for comparison betweenall the parameterized
cases.
4.6 Baseline Case Description
A baseline cavity configuration which was representative of a seal cavity used in
current compressor design was defined. This cavity consisted of three knife seals
equally spaced across the seal cavity with a height-to-pitch ratio close to one. The
gap between the tip of the squared knife edges and the bottom of the stator land
was set at 0.010 inches (1.79% stator span), which produced a seal cavity leakage
mass flow of approximately 0.6% of the main power stream mass flow. This baseline
knife seal gap was half of the "nominal" case tested in the High-Speed Compressor
Study and was believed to be more representative of actual seal tooth clearances.
The Baseline case had no radial mismatch in the hub flow path as the hub flow
path was essentially a straight line with a small degree of slope. The minimum axial
gaps of the trenches between the rotor wheel and the stator land were the same as
those used for the high-speed study with the upstream trench slightly larger than the
downstream trench. The rotor hub had sharp 90-degree corners at both the upstream
and downstream trenches. The stator land edges were also the same as those in the
high-speed study model, having faceted leading and trailing edges.
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4.6.1 Comparison of 3-D and 2-D Axisymmetric Seal Cavity
Solutions
One of the objectivesof this investigationwas to collect a databaseof sealcavity so-
lutions to be usedin future work to possibly generatea simplified sealcavity model.
To model every seal cavity passagein a multi-stage compressorwith a 3-D analy-
sis would take large amounts of grid points and computational time with current
resources. One option to reducethis burden is to model thesecavities with a 2-D
axisymmetricanalysis. While a 2-D axisymmetric solution of the sealcavity doesnot
give all the details of the complex 3-D flowfield, it can be used to determineglobal
effectsupon the stator flow.
As a test example,an axisymmetric solution of the baselinesealcavity was run
and comparedto the axisymmetrically area-averaged3-D baselinesolution. Over the
upstream and downstream cavity trenches, the main flow field was modeled using
two plenums. The locations and sizes of these plenums are shown in Figure 4.7 along
with the stator blade location. Two separate plenums were needed to support the
adverse pressure gradient without the presence of the stator blade to turn the flow.
Boundary conditions for these plenums were set such that the main flow conditions
at the entrances to the seal cavity trenches were the same as in the averaged 3-D
solution; the inlet and exit conditions were extracted from the averaged 3-D solution
and the upper boundary was modeled as an inviscid wall simulating a streamline.
Non-dimensional radial profiles were extracted from the axisymmetrically-averaged
3-D solution and the 2-D axisymmetric solution at the mid-trench location in both
the upstream and downstream cavity trenches. These radial profiles are shown in Fig-
ures 4.8 and 4.9. The mid-trench axial locations corresponded to where experimental
data might be typically measured, as was the case in the LSAC experimental study
[9]. When the main flow boundary conditions were modeled correctly, the agreement
between the 3-D solution and the axisymmetric solution was very good. The pressure
distributions set up fairly quickly whereas the temperature distributions took longer
to settle to steady-state values.
The temperature profiles did show the large heating of the leakage flow as it passed
through the cavity; approximately half of the temperature rise occurred in the down-
stream trench before reaching -25% stator span. The peaks in Pt, Tt, Ve, and Vabs
located at the 0% span location were attributed to the hub boundary layer coming
off of the upstream rotor. As was expected, the radial velocities are positive in the
upstream trench and negative downstream. The static pressure distribution showed
very little radial variation at both the upstream and downstream locations. A sig-
nificant increase in tangential velocity occurred almost immediately after the leakage
flow entered the downstream trench. A corresponding increase in total temperature
was also observed as energy from the spinning rotor wheel was transfered to the leak-
age flow. Some of these same trends were also found in the pitchwise distributions in
the cavity trenches which are presented in the following section.
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Figure 4.7: Location of upstream and downstream plenums (dotted lines) for simula-
tion of the main flow in the axisymmetric solution.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of radial distributions at upstream mid-trench axial location
between the averaged full 3-D baseline solution and the 2-D axisymmetric solution.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of radial distributions at downstream stream mid-trench axial
location between the averaged full 3-D baseline solution and the 2-D axisymmetric
solution.
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4.6.2 Pitchwise Distributions in the Cavity Trenches
Data on constant radius surfaces were extracted from the baseline solution at several
spanwise locations (0%, -5%, -10%, -15%, and -20%) extending into the seal cavity
trenches shown in Figure 4.10. These data were then mass-averaged across the pitch of
the blade passage. Presented in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 are the pitchwise distributions
of total and static pressures and temperatures and the velocity components. By
comparing the distributions through the trench, the effective influence region of the
main flow path was determined. The stator blade flow field did have an impact upon
the seal cavity. However, this impact diminished with distance into the trench, and
at approximately -10% span the distributions show almost no pitchwise variation.
There was both positive and negative radial flow in both the upstream and down-
stream trench gaps along the hub. In the upstream trench, some of the main flow was
forced into the seal cavity in the region of the stator leading edge; in the downstream
trench some of the flow exited the trench into the main flow primarily in the high loss
region of the stator wake. The decrease in static pressure across the blade passage
in the upstream trench was shown from the pressure side to the suction side most
prominently at 0% span and lessened with distance into the trench.
As was shown in the mid-trench radial property distributions in Figures 4.11 and
4.12, as the leakage flow entered the downstream trench, the tangential velocity in-
creased. The tangential velocity appeared to reach a maximum near -10% span; from
the particle traces of the Baseline case, this corresponded to the location where the
leakage flow comes in closest contact to the spinning downstream rotor. A correspond-
ing rise and fall in total pressure was also observed going into the downstream trench.
The total temperature levels continue to increase with decreasing span location as
more energy was imparted to the leakage flow.
4.7 Comparison of All Parameterized Cases
The figures of merit listed previously were calculated for the parameterized seal cavity
solutions. The results for all the cases are plotted in Figure 4.13. This figure includes
the seal cavity leakage mass flow as a percentage of the stator blade passage mass
flow, the total pressure drop across the stator blade row, the total temperature rise
across the stator blade row, and tangential velocity comparison at both the upstream
and downstream cavity trenches. In the tangential velocity graphs, the open circles
represent the mass-averaged value of Ve in the stator main flow passage measured at
the constant axial data planes described earlier; the filled circles represent the direc-
tionally mass-averaged tangential velocity of the seal cavity leakage flow calculated
at the -5% span location. That is, in the upstream trench, only flow with a positive
radial velocity component was included in the mass-average and conversely, in the
downstream trench, only negative radial velocity component regions were used; this
was done to reduce the effect of the rotating region of leakage flow just inside the
cavity trenches. In Figure 4.13, the thin horizontal line corresponds to the baseline
configuration value, and the thick vertical lines separate the several cases tested into
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Figure 4.10: Spanwise locations where flow quantities were mass-averaged generating
the pitchwise distributions across the upstream and downstream trench gaps.
related parameter groups.
Overall trends will be discussed below, leaving many of the details for the indi-
vidual parameter sections to follow. With respect to leakage mass flow, most of the
cases, except the tooth gap parameter set, did not vary significantly from the baseline
leakage rate of 0.60% of the main passage mass flow. The weak relationship between
leakage flow rate and rotational wheel speed had also been seen in earlier experimen-
tal studies [2]. The tooth gap parameter mass flow results appeared to vary almost
linearly with increasing tooth gap; this point is discussed in further detail when the
tooth gap parameter results are compared with the current seal cavity design analysis
predictions in the tooth gap section.
The total pressure loss graph again showed most of the data points near the base-
line levels. The variation with hub radial mismatch showed a much greater sensitivity
to the upstream cavity mismatch than downstream. The decrease in total pressure
drop as the tooth gap increased was surprising as one would expect that as the leakage
flow increased so would the mixing losses through the stator blade; however, since the
flow exiting the upstream cavity was at a higher energy state than the main stator
flow, any mixing losses might have been reduced by this high momentum leakage
flow. This would also explain the higher total pressure drop when the wheel speed
was reduced in that the flow exiting the upstream cavity was at a lower energy state
than in the Baseline case.
The total temperature rise across the stator was due entirely to the injection of
seal cavity leakage flow since no other mechanism for energy addition existed. Rises
in Tt corresponded to a combination of the amount of leakage flow and the increase in
tangential velocity of that flow through the cavity. For example, with the tooth gap
parameter results, as the leakage mass flow increased the rise in total temperature also
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Figure 4.12: Pitchwise variation of flow quantities mass-averaged across the down-
stream trench gap at several spanwise radii for Baseline case.
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increaseddespite a decreasein tangential velocity speed-up. Also, when the wheel
speedwas reduced, thereby decreasingthe tangential velocity increasethrough the
cavity, the rise in total temperature acrossthe stator decreasedfor the sameleakage
flow rate. The rim sealgeometrysolution alsoshowedthis sametrend. As wasnoted
in the axisymmetric solution comparison, the temperature field took significantly
longer to reacha steady state than the pressurefield. Due to this larger uncertainty
in the temperature valueswhen comparedto valuesof pressureand velocities, only
generalcomparisonswill be madewheresignificant differencesexist.
The comparisonof tangential velocity showedan interestingcharacterof the high-
speedsealcavity leakageflow. In the downstreamtrench, the leakageflow wasaccel-
erated tangentially extremely quickly as it reachesalmost two-thirds of its upstream
trench value by -5% span into the downstreamtrench. As the amount of leakage
flow increased,the amount of tangential velocity spin-up decreased.The lowerwheel
speedcasewas tested to try and match the exiting leakageflow tangential velocity
to the stator freestreamvalue as wheel speedhad an obvious strong affect on the
tangential velocity. The rim seal geometry did show a slightly lower exit velocity
than the Baselinecaseasalluded to in the discussionof total temperaturerise above.
Howeverfor most cases,the exit tangential velocity from the upstream sealcavity
trench remained closeto the baselineand significantly different from the freestream
value and was not affectedgreatly by the changesin the seal cavity design tested.
This may indicate that as compressordesignsevolveto higher wheelspeedscorrec-
tive action for this injection of higher tangential velocity needsto be addressedin the
designof the stator blade rather than the sealcavity.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the figures of merit for all parameterized seal cavity
solutions collected.
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4.8 Tooth Gap Parameter
The seal tooth gap between the knife tip and the stator land was varied to throttle the
amount of seal cavity leakage flow. The geometries tested and their corresponding
meshes are shown in Figure 4.14. In addition to a No Cavity solution, a No Gap
solution was also collected to simulate the limiting case of the seal teeth embedded
into the stator land allowing no leakage flow. The mass flows through the seal cavity
as a percentage of the mass flow through the stator blade row were shown previously
in Figure 4.13. The expected increase in mass flow through the cavity with increasing
tooth gap was approximately linear in the region tested.
Particle traces for the axisymmetrically-averaged cavity solutions are presented in
Figure 4.15. From these results, the overall structure of the seal cavity flow does not
appear to change dramatically with the increase in tooth gap. In all the solutions,
clockwise-rotating driven cavities appear in both the upstream and downstream seal
cavity trenches. The size of the driven vortices is radially longer in the upstream
trench than in the downstream trench; this is partially due to the fact that the rotor
wheel pumping force is in the same direction as the main axial flow in the upstream
trench region and in the opposite direction downstream. When no seal cavity leakage
flow is present, these rotating regions fill the trenches completely as seen in the No Gap
solution. As the seal cavity leakage flow is increased, these vortices in the trenches
become compressed against the stator land.
Also shown in Figure 4.13 is the tangential component of the mass-averaged exit
velocity leaving the upstream seal cavity trench. This flow variable is linked to the
incidence on the leading edge of the stator near the hub and to the resulting size of
separation region starting at the mid-chord on the suction side of the stator blade
near the hub. Figures 4.16, 4.17, and 4.18 show the radial profiles of velocities, flow
angles, and performance data, respectively, for the Tooth Gap parameter solutions.
The results from the Tooth Gap parameter solutions showed trends similar to
those collected earlier under the High-Speed Compressor Study. In Figure 4.16, the
radial distributions of upstream axial velocity show that as the leakage rate through
the cavity increased (a result of increasing tooth gap), the velocity profile near the hub
decreased and increased slightly over the upper span to maintain mass flow. Exiting
the stator blade row, the axial velocities near the hub show increasing velocity deficits
as the leakage flow was increased.
Figure 4.19 shows the axial velocity contours just above the hub surface where
negative values are enclosed between the contour line and the blade shape boundary.
As the seal cavity flow increased, the near-hub region of separation along the suction
side appeared to decrease at this near-hub slice. The No Cavity, No Gap, and Baseline
cases all appear to have the same amount of separated flow region near the hub. As
the leakage flow was increased, the region of reversed flow decreased near the hub;
this is primarily the result of the reduction in the leading-edge incidence on the stator
blade. Also possibly contributing to this reduction is the fact that as the leakage flow
was increased enlarging the hub recirculation zone, the region of separated flow was
"pushed" radially outward beyond the near-hub cutting plane.
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Figure 4.14: Meridional plane grids showing the variation of the Seal Tooth Gap
parameter.
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Figure 4.15: Axisymmetrically-averaged particle traces within the seal cavity for the
Tooth Gap parameter series.
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stream of the stator blade for variations of the Tooth Gap parameter.
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Figure 4.19: Zero axial velocity contour line at the near-hub location for the No
Cavity, No Gap, Baseline, 2x Tooth Gap, and 4x Tooth Gap configurations.
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4.8.1 Comparison with Current Design Methods
In order to compare ADPA C results with current secondary flow design tools, a series
of runs was completed using BC88 [33], a computer model which solves the flow
through a circuit with various restrictions such as seal cavities. The current baseline
triple-knife labyrinth seal cavity was modeled using BC88 for several different knife
gap clearances. All input to the BC88 code was taken from the 2-D seal geometry
definition and the compressor design deck so as not to bias the BC88 answer by using
ADPAC results. The resulting predicted leakage rates were plotted as a percentage
of the main passage flow and compared to the ADPAC results from the tooth gap
parameter study in Figure 4.20. Good agreement was found between the ADPAC
results and the BC88 model. The triple-knife ADPAC results fell slightly below the
BC88 prediction. Previous single-knife seal cavity ADPAC results from the High-
Speed Compressor Study, also presented in Figure 4.20, show a larger reduction in
leakage when more knives are added. Both BC88 and ADPAC showed that at very
large knife clearances, the number of knives becomes secondary to the size of the
clearance.
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4.9 Lower Wheel Speed Cavity Case
From the High-Speed Compressor Study, the exit tangential velocity out of the up-
stream cavity trench was identified as a critical variable affecting the stator blade
performance. In order to confirm this finding, a baseline geometry case with a lower
hub rim speed was tested. The inlet conditions to the stator blade in this case (i.e.,
velocity triangles) were not changed; the change in rotational speed was only used
to control the exit tangential velocity of the seal cavity flow. The rotational speed
was reduced to 58% from the baseline value so that the exit flow from the seal cavity
trench would more closely match the main flow swirl velocity.
The seal cavity mass flow for the Lower Wheel Speed case was 0.56_ of the main
passage mass flow, whereas the Baseline case leaked at 0.60%. This weak correlation
of seal cavity mass flow with rotational speed corresponds with earlier experimental
findings [2]. The tangential velocity of seal cavity flow exiting the upstream cavity
trench for the Lower Wheel Speed case slowed significantly in absolute value from the
Baseline case value, but remained near 75% of hub wheel speed.
In order to visualize the effect of the seal cavity flow interacting with the main
passage flow, particle traces were released in the upstream cavity trench at the hub
surface in both the Baseline case and the Lower Wheel Speed case. Black and white
particle traces were released in alternating blade passages and are shown in Fig-
ures 4.21 and 4.22. The particle traces in the Baseline case (Figure 4.21) exited the
upstream seal cavity trench with enough tangential velocity that they traveled up
along the pressure side of the stator blade. Those traces released near the upstream
trench edge next to the rotor wheel actually traveled into the neighboring blade pas-
sage. When the particle traces exit with a lower tangential velocity as in the Lower
Wheel Speed case (Figure 4.22), the traces remained very near the hub surface and
did not travel onto the pressure side of the blade. (Particle traces were useful in
obtaining a qualitative picture of the flowfield; however, the traces were released at
grid points clustered at the hub and may not reflect where the majority of the flow
traveled.)
As the seal cavity flow re-entered the main flow passage, a total temperature rise
and total pressure loss were associated with the seal cavity flow. This introduction of
low axial momentum flow with an increased total temperature from the seal cavity
changed the distribution of total pressure and total temperature along the stator
span. Figure 4.23 shows the spanwise distribution of changes in total pressure and
total temperature calculated across the stator blade, using measuring stations UP and
DN, for the No Cavity case, the Baseline case, and the Lower Wheel Speed case. The
total pressure values were non-dimensionalized by pUt, p 2 and the total temperature
values by the rise in total temperature through the upstream rotor blade. When no
seal cavity was present (dotted line), the stator blade experienced approximately a 2
to 3 psia drop in total pressure and a redistribution of total temperature with no net
gain; since without the rotating cavity no mechanism existed to add energy to the
flow. When the baseline seal cavity was added (solid line), a slightly larger pressure
loss was calculated; however, a much larger increase in total temperature (almost
20_ of the total temperature rise through the upstream rotor) was found centered at
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Figure 4.21: Alternating black and white passagesof particle traces released in the
upstream cavity trench for the Baseline case.
approximately 25% stator span. This spanwise location corresponded to the region
where the particle traces left the stator blade pressure side in Figure 4.21. When the
baseline seal cavity rotational speed was slowed as in the Lower Wheel Speed case
(dot-dash line), the seal cavity ftow stayed near the hub and a larger total pressure
loss was calculated in the lower 10% span and a corresponding total temperature rise
in the same spanwise region.
Since in the Lower Wheel Speed case the seal cavity leakage flow remained in the
lower 10% span region through the stator blade, an effective contraction of the flow
area occurred as the hub surface "seen" by the main flow extended further into the
stream. The seal cavity flow near the hub caused a redistribution of axial velocity
through the stator blade, as shown in Figure 4.24, with a large deficit in the lower
10% span and an offsetting increase in the upper portion of the blade to maintain a
specified mass flow. The redistribution affected the flow angles and the stator blade
performance parameters as shown in Figures 4.25 and 4.26. The diffusion factor
distribution showed the lower 10% of the stator blade to be more heavily loaded
while the upper 90% was unloaded relative to the Baseline case distribution. As
the Lower Wheel Speed case has shown, the effect of exit tangential velocity out of
the upstream cavity and where that flow goes is a major determining factor in the
performance of the stator blade.
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Figure 4.22: Alternating black and white passagesof particle traces releasedin the
upstream cavity trench for the Lower Wheel Speedcase.
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4.10 Cavity Depth Parameter
The depth of the seal cavity was changed by t=50% of the baseline cavity depth as
measured from the base of the stator land. Figure 4.27 shows the meridional meshes
for the two cases along with the baseline. The depth of the seal cavity had a minor
effect on the mass flow through the cavity; as the cavity became deeper, slightly more
mass flow passed over the knife seal at the same clearance.
Particle traces from an axisymmetrically-averaged solution are shown for the three
cases in the Cavity Depth parameter study in Figure 4.28. As the cavity depth was
increased, more secondary vortices were formed in the lower section between the
knife seals. The increase in leakage mass flow with increasing cavity depth may be
the result of less compression on the main rotating vortices filling the majority of the
space between the knife seals.
Figures 4.29, 4.30, and 4.31 show the radial profiles for velocities, flow angles, and
performance data, respectively, for the Cavity Depth parameter solutions. In all the
figures, there was very little change between the three configurations, signifying from
these results that cavity depth had little to no effect on the main flowpath. Pitchwise
distributions for the upstream and downstream trenches (not shown in this report)
also showed little variation when the cavity depth was changed.
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Figure 4.28: Axisymmetrically-averaged particle traces within the seal cavity for the
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the stator blade for variations of the Cavity Depth parameter.
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4.11 Hub Radial Mismatch Parameter
The baseline configuration has essentially a straight line for the hub flowpath def-
inition. The alignment of the hub flow path from rotor wheel to stator land was
considered an important parameter that had a direct impact upon the interface re-
gion between the stator main flow and the seal cavity flow, Figure 4.32 shows the
extent of the radial shift (5% stator span) of the hub fiowpath for the cases exam-
ined in this study. This figure shows the changes applied to both the upstream and
downstream cavity trench regions; however, four separate cases were run: raised hub
upstream, lowered hub upstream, raised hub downstream, and lowered hub down-
stream. The hub offset of 5% stator span was intentionally large in order to amplify
the effect of hub radial mismatch; it was recognized that this large value of offset was
not representative of any offset that might occur in current high-speed compressors.
Changing the radial mismatch of the hub surface across the upstream or down-
stream trench had a significant effect on the mass flow through the seal cavity. When
the rotating hub was raised above the stator land hub radius either upstream or
downstream, the mass flow through the cavity increased slightly. Conversely, when
the hub was lowered below stator land hub radius, the seal cavity mass flow was
reduced slightly. This was the result of the main flow either "jumping" the seal cav-
ity trench (i.e., backward facing step) or impacting and stagnating against the hub
flowpath raised into the flow field (i.e., forward facing step); this is illustrated in the
particle traces in Figures 4.33 and 4.34.
The particle traces for the upstream modifications are shown in Figure 4.33. When
the upstream hub was raised, the main flow expanded over this "backward step" and
this lower pressure allowed the rotating driven cavity in the upstream trench to move
radially outward. This allowed more flow to be entrained in the main flow stream
from the seal cavity which resulted in a larger mass flow through the seal cavity. The
opposite happened when the upstream hub was lowered radially, the driven cavity was
pushed back down into the trench, and the main flow stagnated against the stator
land which increased the static pressure and decreased the driving potential for mass
flow through the seal cavity.
Similar effects were found when the rotating hub radius was varied downstream of
the stator blade. The particle traces for these configurations are shown in Figure 4.34.
When the hub was raised, the flow stagnated against the downstream rotor wheel,
thus forcing more flow through the seal cavity. Conversely, when the hub radius
was lowered downstream, the flow traveling along the stator land expanded over the
downstream trench opening; this lowering of the static pressure decreased the driving
potential through the seal cavity, thereby reducing the mass flow across the knife
seals.
The four different radial mismatch test cases can be paired into two sets: those
simulating a converging annulus (raised hub downstream and lowered hub upstream)
and those simulating a diverging annulus (raised hub upstream and lowered hub
downstream). This effect is shown schematically in Figure 4.35 where the shaded
area in each of the diagrams describes the general area trend affecting the main stator
flow. Figures 4.36, 4.37, and 4.38 show radial profiles of velocities, flow angles, and
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Figure 4.32: Meridional plane grids showing the variation of the Hub Radial Mismatch
parameter.
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Figure 4.33: Axisymmetrically-averaged particle traces within the seal cavity for the
Radial Mismatch parameter series upstream of the stator blade.
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Figure 4.34: Axisymmetrically-averaged particle traces within the seal cavity for the
Radial Mismatch parameter series downstream of the stator blade.
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stator blade performance,respectively.Due to the constant massflow exit boundary
imposed,whenthe hub flowpath wasraisedupstreamclosingthe annular flow region,
the upstreamaxial and tangential velocitiesincreasedto maintain massflow and flow
inlet angle. Conversely,whenthe upstreamhub was lowered,the upstream velocities
decreaseddue to the opening up of the flow inlet annulus. A similar effect on the
axial velocity distribution wasalsoseenat the downstreamdata plane whenthe hub
was raisedand lowereddownstreamof the sealcavity trench. Radial mismatchcases
having the sameareatrend (diverging or converging)appearedto align in the radial
distributions of absoluteturning and diffusion factor. The sharp decreasein blade
loading shownin the diffusion factor distribution for the casewith the downstream
hub raisedwas attributed to the accelerationof the axial velocity component near
the hub asit passedover the raisedhub flow path.
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Figure 4.35: Schematic diagrams of the four different Radial Mismatch parameter
cases showing the general area trend in the shaded area.
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Figure 4.38: Radial profiles of stator blade performance parameters measured across
the stator blade for variations of the Hub Radial Mismatch parameter.
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4.12 Axial Trench Gap Parameter
The distances between the spinning rotor wheels and the stator inner-band are usually
determined by the mechanical design considerations including thermal growth and
machining tolerances. In order to investigate the influence in variation of this seal
cavity dimension, two cases were tested: one with 20% larger axial trench gaps and
one with 20% smaller gaps. Figure 4.39 show the geometry definition and meridional
mesh slices for the two cases.
The seal cavity leakage flow for both cases did not differ much from the Baseline
case. The particle traces released in the axisymmetrically-averaged cavity solutions
revealed a seal cavity flow structure similar to the Baseline case. When the axial
gaps were tightened, the driven cavity flow structures in the cavity trenches became
compressed. This compression in the downstream trench caused the flow to be spun up
tangentially faster by -5% span than the Baseline case as shown earlier in Figure 4.13.
The opposite also appeared to be true; as the axial trench gaps were widened the
rotating flow structures expanded and were not as compressed against the spinning
downstream rotor wheel and therefore did not have as high tangential velocity at the
same -5% span location. Despite this small difference, the upstream trench values for
the tangential velocity for both cases were very similar to the Baseline case value.
Radial profiles for the Axial Trench Gap parameter solutions are shown in Fig-
ures 4.41, 4.42, and 4.43. There were no significant variations between the Axial
Trench Gap parameter distributions and the Baseline case distributions. This indi-
cated that the width of the axial gaps, while they should remain as small as possible
to reduce the size of the compressor, did not have a significant effect on the stator
blade flow over the range tested.
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Figure 4.39: Meridional plane grids showing the variation of the Axial Trench Gap
parameter.
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Figure 4.40: Axisymmetrically-averaged particle traces within the seal cavity for the
Axial Trench Gap parameter series.
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Figure 4.41: Radial profiles of axial and tangential velocities upstream and down-
stream of the stator blade for variations of the Axial Trench Gap parameter.
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Figure 4.42: Radial profiles of flow angles upstream and downstream of the stator
blade, and incidence and deviation for variations of the Axial Trench Gap parameter.
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the stator blade for variations of the Axial Trench Gap parameter.
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4.13 Hub Corner Parameter
Solutions from the High-Speed Compressor Study displayed interesting rotating flow
structures in the seal cavity trenches just below the hub flowpath. In order to deter-
mine the stability of these "driven cavity" vortices, modifications were made to the
corner of the hub surface on the rotor wheel. The surface was either rounded into
the seal cavity trench or rounded back by a small amount as shown in Figure 4.44.
As shown earlier in Figure 4.13, neither one of these modifications appeared to affect
the stator blade or the seal cavity flow to a great extent.
Particle traces for these two cases in comparison to the Baseline case are shown
in Figure 4.45. The flow looks very similar to the baseline flow with some minor
exceptions. In the downstream trench when the hub corners are turned in, the driven
cavity structure appears to be surrounded by the extended rotating hub surface.
This increase in wetted rotating area in contact with the leakage flow accounted
for the increase over the baseline value of downstream trench tangential velocity
shown in Figure 4.13. Radial profiles of flow velocities, flow angles, and stator blade
performance are shown in Figures 4.46, 4.47, and 4.48, respectively. Overall, there
were no significant differences between the cases. The small differences in the tip
region in the distribution of loss coefficient may be attributed to possible tip region
shedding from a small region of reversed flow. When the hub corners were turned out
rounding over the sharp corner, the stator blade did not turn the flow quite as much
and was therefore less loaded than the Baseline case.
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Figure 4.44: Meridional plane grids showing the variation of the Hub Corner Treat-
ment parameter.
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Figure 4.45: Axisymmetrically-averaged particle traces within the seal cavity for the
Hub Corner parameter series.
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Figure 4.47: Radial profiles of flow angles upstream and downstream of the stator
blade, and incidence and deviation for variations of the Hub Corner parameter.
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Figure 4.49: Meridional plane grids showing the variation of the Stator Land Edge
Treatment parameter.
4.14 Stator Land Edge Parameter
A minor stator land modification was tested to determine the effect of the shape of
the stator land on the stator flow. The faceted corners of the stator land geometry
presented in the original cavity layout drawing were rounded as shown in Figure 4.49.
This modification was not expected to create any large variations in the stator flow-
field, but was tested to determine the sensitivity of the flow to the shape of stator
land. From the results collected for this study, the expectation of little effect proved
true. All of the rounded stator land results presented in Figure 4.13, comparing all of
the parameter cases tested, did not vary significantly from the baseline configuration.
The axisymmetric particle traces, presented in Figure 4.50, show little differences
between two cases. The radial distributions, shown in Figures 4.51, 4.52, and 4.53,
also show little variation. This parameter appeared to have the weakest effect on the
stator flow of any of those tested.
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Figure 4.50: Axisymmetrically-averaged particle traces within the seal cavity for the
Stator Land Edge parameter.
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blade, and incidence and deviation for variations of the Stator Land Edge parameter.
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Figure 4.54: Meridional plane grids showing differences between the Baseline config-
uration and the Rim Seal configuration.
4.15 Rim Seal Cavity Configuration
In addition to the many modifications to the baseline triple-knife seal investigated in
the parameterized study, a simple rim seal configuration was solved as an alternative
seal geometry. The rim seal geometry differed most significantly from the labyrinth
knife seal in the way the seal teeth were supported. The labyrinth seal configuration
supported the knife seal teeth from the base of the spacer under the stator land,
whereas the rim seal configuration supported the seal teeth from extensions off of
the rotor wheels. The rim seal geometry is shown along with the baseline seal cavity
configuration in Figure 4.54. By attaching the seal teeth to the sides of the rotor
wheel, the cavity depth could have been increased without having to extend the teeth
height; however, the rim seal geometry used in this investigation did not lower the
base of the seal cavity in order to determine the effect of the rim seal teeth only. The
seal tooth clearance was kept at the same value as the baseline configuration. Since
only two knife seals were used, it was assumed that this rim seal geometry would
perform similarly to a double labyrinth knife seal.
Particle traces were released in the axisymmetrically-averaged cavity solution to
describe the flow character of the rim seal and are shown in Figure 4.55. The upstream
and downstream seal cavity trenches look similar to the baseline flow with driven
cavities in both trenches. The regions of the seal cavity below the trenches, but
before the knife edges, is similar in character to when the cavity depth was halved
(see Figure 4.28). The interior of the cavity consisted of a collection of vortices.
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Figure 4.55: Particle traces released in the cavity region of the Rim Seal configuration.
Radial profiles for the rim seal geometry were calculated and compared with the
baseline configuration results in Figures 4.56, 4.57, and 4.58. The seal cavity mass
flow was found to be 0.65% of the main passage mass flow, whereas the baseline seal
cavity flow was 0.60%. For the most part, there were no differences between the two
seal configuration radial profiles.
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Figure 4.56: Radial profiles of axial and tangential velocities upstream and down-
stream of the stator blade for the Rim Seal Geometry.
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Figure 4.57: Radial profiles of flow angles upstream and downstream of the stator
blade, and incidence and deviation for the Rim Seal Geometry.
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the stator blade for the Rim Seal Geometry.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS
The flow through a compressor inner-banded stator seal cavity and its interaction
with the stator flowfield were investigated through the use of CFD analysis using the
ADPAC flow solver. Several significant observations, made throughout this investi-
gation, are presented in this chapter. This seal cavity investigation was divided into
two main parts: a High-Speed Compressor Study and a Seal Cavity Parameterized
Study. This chapter focuses on the major conclusions drawn from those studies.
The High-Speed Compressor Study simulated the coupled flowfield through a sta-
tor and an inner-banded stator seal cavity. The modeled seal cavity was selected
from the eighth stage of the Allison Advanced Subsonic Technologies (AST) Can-
didate compressor. The seal cavity geometry consisted primarily of a triple-knife
labyrinth seal; a single-knife version of this seal cavity geometry was also tested.
A grid resolution study performed as part of the high-speed study showed that the
numerical flow solution became grid independent with approximately 500,000 mesh
points divided evenly between the stator main flow path and the seal cavity flow path.
As the grid was refined, the stator passage mass flow and the seal cavity leakage mass
flow increased asymptotically to constant values. The leakage flow rate for the nomi-
nal knife gap was 1.74% of the stator passage mass flow. When the gap was doubled,
the leakage flow increased to 2.50%, and when the knife was completely removed, the
leakage mass flow rate jumped to 3.56%.
The seal cavity leakage flow entered the downstream seal cavity trench and flowed
through the first knife tip gap. The flow then traveled across the series of knives
and impinged upon the upstream spinning rotor wheel. The leakage flow then turned
radially outward, exited the seal trench, and re-entered the stator main flow near the
stator land. As the leakage flow passed through the seal cavity, the tangential velocity
increased from nearly zero to approximately 75% hub wheel speed (for the Baseline
case). This increase in tangential momentum, in addition to a temperature increase
due to windage, caused a significant increase in the total temperature of the leakage
flow. Since the leakage flow exited the cavity with a higher tangential velocity than
the main flow, the flow incidence on the stator blade very near the hub was up to 20
degrees higher than the mid-span value. This caused a region of flow to separate on
the suction surface of the stator blade near the hub. As the leakage mass flow through
the seal cavity increased, the exit tangential velocity of the leakage flow decreased
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to closer to 50% hub wheel speedreducing the high incidenceon the stator blade
near the hub. This in turn reduced the sizeof the separatedregion on the suction
side of the stator blade. The injection of this high tangential-momentumsealcavity
leakageflow immediately upstream of the stator blade leading edgewas identified
as an important flow feature that neededto be consideredin the compressordesign
process.
Severalother interesting flow featureswerediscoveredfrom the numericalsolutions
of the sealcavity. In both of the sealcavity trenchesconnectingthe cavity to the main
flow path, "driven cavity"-like flow structuresexisted. The driving potential for these
structures comesfrom the main passageflow and the leakageflow traveling through
the seal cavity more than from the disk pumping action of the neighboring rotor
wheels. This was illustrated as the downstreamtrench driven flow structure rotated
in the direction opposite to the disk pumping action; however,it wasalsoreducedin
sizedue to this opposingforce in comparisonto the correspondingupstream trench
region wherethe disk pumping forcewas in the direction of rotation.
The distributions of radial flow along the hub boundary betweenthe sealcavity
and the stator flow path were also of interest. Due to the adversepressuregradient,
the majority of the flow enteredthe sealcavity downstreamof the stator blade and
exited upstream. However, there were regionsalong this interface boundary of the
sealcavity wherereversedflow wascalculated. In the upstreamcavity, negativeradial
velocities were calculated in the region immediately in front of the stator blade;
the potential field of the stator blade forced flow downward into the seal cavity.
Downstreamof the stator blade, positive radial velocity regionsappearedin the high
lossregionof the stator bladewake.
A seriesof multiple blade row solutionswerecollectedwhichdeterminedthe neigh-
boring blade interactions with the sealcavity. Both the upstream and downstream
rotor blade rowswereincluded in the calculations. The rotor blade rowswerecoupled
to the stator blade row using either an exact unsteady communicationboundary or
using a mixing-plane boundary approximation. From a comparison between these
solutions, the influenceof the downstreamrotor wasdirectly tied to regionsof high
negativeflow into the sealcavity. The influenceof the upstreamrotor wasnot nearly
as strong. Studies of the upstream rotor in isolation indicated a shift in the rotor
constant speedline when the effectsof the stator sealcavity were included in the
rotor inlet profile; the rotor passedlessmassflow at the samepressureratio.
Having establisheda better understanding of the flow characteristicsof a high-
speedinner-bandedstator seal cavity, a parameterizedstudy was initiated by iden-
tifying severalgeometric parameters affecting the configuration of the seal cavity.
This parameter list wasbounded by retaining only thosegeometricparametersthat
directly influencedthe interaction betweenthe stator passageflow and the leakage
flow. The final list of parameterstestedincluded: sealtooth gap, cavity depth, wheel
speed,radial mismatchof hub flowpath, axial trench gap,hub corner treatments, and
land edgetreatments. A rim sealgeometrywasalsostudied to providean alternative
seal geometry to the triple-knife labyrinth seal. Severalfigures of merit were also
identified in order to compare the effectsof the different seal parameters. The con-
figuration usedasa baselinefor the SealCavity Parameterized Study was a slightly
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modified version of the model usedin the high-speedstudy. The clearanceson the
triple-knife labyrinth seal were reduced to 0.010 incheswhich reduced the leakage
massflow rate to 0.60%of the stator main passageflow, a leakageflow rate more
representativeof current compressordesign.
Pitchwise flow parameter distributions taken at incrementally deeper spanwise
locations into the cavity trencheswerecalculatedboth upstreamand downstreamof
the stator blade for the baselineseal cavity. Thesedistributions showedagain the
mixed positive and negative radial flow acrossthe hub boundary described above.
The influence of the stator passageflowfield only affected the cavity trench flow
down to -10% stator span into the trenches,after which the pitchwise distributions
becameessentiallyconstantacrossthe passage.The increasein the tangential velocity
and total temperaturehappenedvery quickly after the leakageflow enteredinto the
downstreamtrench. The leakageflow wasspun up to over two-thirds of its final exit
tangential velocity by -15% stator span.
For eachof the parameterstudy cases,detailed resultspresentedincludedparticle
traces describingthe flow character and spanwisedistributions of stator blade flow
properties. The figures of merit derived from these results which were compared
among the parameterizedsolutions included the amount of leakageflow, the drop
in total pressureand rise in total temperature acrossthe stator blade row, and the
increasein tangential velocity through the sealcavity. For many of the parameters
tested, no significant deviationsfrom the Baselinecasein thesefigures of merit were
calculated;however,somesignificant trends wereobserved.
With respectto leakageflow figure of merit through the sealcavity, the sizeof the
knife sealtooth gap wasthe most sensitiveparametervaried. The amount of leakage
flow varied almost linearly with increasingtooth gap. The seal cavity leakageflow
rates predicted by ADPAC also agreed with results from a secondary flow analysis
tool currently being used in the evaluation of seal cavity designs.
The influence of rotational wheel speed was most apparent in the tangential ve-
locity of the seal cavity exit flow. In the Baseline case, particle traces followed the
leakage flow as it re-entered the stator flow stream. Due to the high tangential veloc-
ity of the flow, most of the leakage flow traveled into and up along the pressure side
of the stator to approximately 30% span. The particle traces from the lower wheel
speed configuration tested showed the leakage flow to remain close to the hub. In
addition to the visual indications of the path followed by the leakage flow-, spanwise
distributions of the change in total temperature across the stator blade showed the
influence of the heated leakage flow.
In summary, the major conclusions of the Seal Cavity Flow Investigation can be
briefly stated below roughly in the order covered in the previous chapters:
• Approximately 500,000 mesh points were needed to adequately resolve the cou-
pled 3-D seal cavity and stator blade flow fields, split evenly between the two
flowpaths.
• From the unsteady rotor-stator-rotor solutions, the downstream rotor blade
position had a strong correlation to region of flow being pumped into the seal
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cavity; the upstreamrotor blade position did not have as strong of a correlation
as the downstream rotor.
Rotor performance is affected by the inclusion of seal cavity effects in the rotor
inlet profile.
Large increases in tangential velocity of leakage flow occur as it passes through
the seal cavity (up to 75% of hub wheel speed mostly occurring in the down-
stream seal cavity trench). As the leakage mass flow increased the amount of
tangential spin-up decreased.
The exit tangential velocity of the seal cavity leakage flow affects the amount
of stator blade suction side separation near the hub.
Complex flow features were discovered, such as mixed positive and negative
radial flow across both the upstream and downstream seal cavity / main flow
interface regions and "driven cavity"-like flow structures in both seal cavity
trenches.
The average trends of the coupled stator and seal cavity flow can be solved
using a 2-D axisymmetric model if the stator flow stream boundary conditions
are correctly set.
The leakage flow through the seal cavity becomes axisymmetric (no change
across the blade passage) at approximately 10% of the stator span into both
seal cavity trenches.
The ADPAC prediction of leakage mass flow vs. tooth gap clearance matched
well with other secondary flow prediction tools.
When the hub wheel speed was lowered, the leakage flow remained near the
hub surface through the stator passage rather than traveling up along the lower
pressure surface of the stator blade.
The rim seal geometry appeared to work almost as well as the baseline triple-
knife labyrinth seal configuration.
Since several of the parameterized cases (with the exception of lower wheel
speed) showed little change from the Baseline case with respect to the critical
tangential velocity increase through the seal cavity, as compressor designs evolve
to higher wheel speeds, the leakage flow needs to be addressed in the design of
the stator.
As was shown in this Seal Cavity Flow Investigation, the flow structure of the
inner-banded stator seal cavity is extremely complex. This investigation has shed
light on some of the important issues regarding the interaction between the stator
blade passage flow and the seal cavity leakage flow and possibly only scratched the
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surface of others. However, as compressor blade designers become more aggressive
with their designs, secondary flows such as the seal cavity flow will become more
important to the overall performance of the compressor.
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Appendix A
ADPAC Solution Collection on
Various Platforms
Because this parameterized study involved 3-D Navier-Stokes simulations, a large
number of CPU hours was required to complete all of the solutions for the several
test configurations. However, the total calendar time required for these solutions was
reduced by making use of the portability and flexible parallelization of the ADPAC
code. Solutions were collected on several different computing platforms simultane-
ously during the Seal Cavity Flow Investigation.
Initial seal cavity solutions were collected on the LACE cluster located at the
NASA Lewis Research Center. At the time of use, the LACE cluster was comprised
of several IBM RS/6000 560's networked together to simulate a parallel machine. To
compliment the computational resources available on the LACE cluster, a proposal
was submitted and approved through the NASA Computational Aerosciences (CAS)
Parallel Systems project for access to the davinci cluster at NASA Ames Research
Center to complete part of the parameterized study. The davinci cluster is a group of
eight SGI Power Challenge L's. A sample case was also run on a Cray C-90 computer
for comparison.
Results from a timing comparison on these machines are presented in Table A.1.
This table includes a listing of computational times for a seal cavity test case run
on the LACE cluster, a Cray C-90, and the davinci cluster using different parallel
libraries (APPL, PVM, and MPI). The coupled stator and seal cavity meshes had
approximately 550,000 points for these cases. The times listed in the table represent
wallclock time from the start of a job submission script to the end of the script on
the LACE and davinci machines, and represents the actual CPU time on the Cray
machine. The CPU time used and the wallclock time for the davinci cluster should
be equal as davinci uses a dedicated machine allocation system.
One reason for the dramatic increase in performance over the LACE cluster con-
cerns the difference in the queuing systems. On the davinci cluster, only one job per
machine was allowed; therefore, there was no job sharing. While on the LACE clus-
ter, LSF balanced all jobs submitted over the available processors. This was good for
small job throughput; however, it slowed down longer running jobs such as the seal
cavity solutions that were spread over several processors. Calculated run times may
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Machine Queueing Parallel Number of Time* I Iteration /
Name Type System Ubrary Used Processors lOOK Mesh Points
LACE Cluster IBM RS/6000 560's LSF APPL 8 32.79**
(NASA Lewis)
vonneuman Cray C-90 NQS rda 1 8.51
(NASA Ames)
Davinci Cluster SGI Power Challenge L PBS APPL 8 4.34
(NASA _s)
Davinci Cluster SGI Power Challenge L PBS PVM 8 3.30
Davinci Cluster SGI Power Challenge L PBS MPI 8 2.21
* The times recorded in the table represent the wallclock time difference between the start and the stop
of the execution script on each of the respective platforms, not directly the CPU time.
" The LACE Cluster performance is greatly affected by the LSF queuing system which allows multiple
jobs sharing a single processor, whereas the Davinci Cluster under PBS provides dedicated CPU time.
Table A.I: Run times from three different computing resources for a typical seal
cavity problem.
also have been affected by other factors such as operating system upgrades throughout
the duration of solution collection.
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